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Abstract The full-image based kernel estimation strategy is usually susceptible by the
smooth and fine-scale background regions impacting and it is time-consuming for large-
size image deblurring. Since not all the pixels in the blurred image are informative and it is
frequent to restore human-interested objects in the foreground rather than background, we
propose a novel concept “SalientPatch” to denote informative regions for better blur kernel
estimation without user guidance by computing three cues (objectness probability, structure
richness and local contrast). Although these cues are not new, it is innovative to integrate
and complement each other in motion blur restoration. Experiments demonstrate that our
SalientPatch-based deblurring algorithm can significantly speed up the kernel estimation
and guarantee high-quality recovery for large-size blurry images as well.
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1 Introduction

Blurry images are troublesome in many applications where high-quality images are needed
such as in license-plate recognition, surveillance monitoring, and medical diagnosis, etc.
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The types for the blurry effect of images can be divided into motion blur, camera shake
blur, atmospheric turbulence blur, intrinsic physical blur and defocus blur [24], while image
deblurring aims to recover sharp images from degraded ones. As for motion blur, a single
blurry image is captured with relative motion between the camera lens and scene during
the consecutive exposure time, which constrains that blur kernel is uniform and spatially
invariant. Thus, the blur formation process can be modeled with convolution operation:
B = I × k + n, where B, I , k and n denote one single motion blur image, clear image,
blur kernel (a.k.a. point spread function) and noise respectively. As a result, deblurring of
motion blur image is considered as a blind deconvolution problem with only B available, of
which the main purpose is to estimate blur kernel. When blur kernel is precisely estimated,
the deblurring problem reduces to a non-blind deconvolution. On the other hand, whether
the blur kernel is unknown/known determines the deblurring problem blind/non-blind, and
it has been suggested by [16] that estimating blur kernel first and then restoring the clear
image in the whole deblurring process. Because blind deconvolution problem is highly ill-
posed and difficult as infinite pairs of I and k can lead to B, this kernel estimation step
occupied most of the time in a deblurring algorithm. Besides, a precisely estimated blur ker-
nel guarantees the performance of non-blind deblurring. Therefore, kernel estimation plays
a crucial role in all blind image deblurring algorithms, as it directly determines the accu-
racy and efficiency of deblurring processing. The computation cost for kernel estimation
is related to many factors including the calculation method, the kernel size, and the image
size for estimation. Unfortunately, most of the current blind deblurring algorithms still can-
not achieve both high estimation accuracy and fast calculation efficiency simultaneously for
large-size blurry images case.

The problem of restoring the latent image from one single motion blur image has been
studied for a long time. Intuitively, it is better to utilize every pixel in the blurry input image,
since the blind deblurring problem is highly lack of information, and most of the current
methods estimate the blur kernel based on the whole image input indeed. However, not all
pixels or sub-windows of the input blurred image are informative for blur kernel estimation.
As [3, 10, 16, 18] illustrated, regions with significant gradients in blurry image play an
important role in kernel estimation, especially for the salient-edge based methods. On the
contrary, [17] proved that if the scale of an object is smaller than that of the blur kernel,
the edge information could damage kernel estimation. Moreover, smooth regions usually
remain same after blur process and tend to yield a wrong delta function kernel. As a result, it
is not wise to take the full image for the blur kernel estimation. Adverse impacts of smooth
regions and fine-scale edges may lower the whole estimation accuracy as well as burden
deblurring computation cost.

Another key observation shows that people may first take a glance at salient foreground
regions when given an unfamiliar scene image presented by [1]. As for the deblurring issue,
it is more important to restore human-interested region in the foreground rather than the
background, and whether foreground objects in the blurry image can be deblurred well deter-
mines the effectiveness of the deblurring algorithm. Therefore, it is suitable to select a local
area to feed the blind deblurring algorithm. Besides, enumerating all the possible local areas
and selecting the best one for estimation is impractical, since this will consume plenty of time.

The kernel similarity heat maps in Fig. 1 validate the fact that not all pixels are beneficial
to the blur kernel estimation. We measure the similarity value between ground truth kernel
and each kernel that estimated from each sliding window of size 300 × 300, and the value
at each pixel in heat map is computed by averaging the kernel similarity values from all the
sliding windows containing it, in which the variation from light yellow to dark colors indi-
cates the value similarity is varied from high to low. The concentrated high kernel similarity
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Fig. 1 Kernel similarity heat maps built on the estimated kernels from sliding sub-windows. Blue to yellow
pixels indicates similarity low to high compared with ground truth kernel

values (the yellower area) represent the fine image regions used for blur kernel estimation
to get high-quality deblurring results, while the bluer square denotes the bad regions which
usually contain smooth shading. Besides, human interested objects in the foreground coin-
cide with the yellower area, meaning that image region with objects can effectively reflect
the key feature for the blur kernel estimation.

Based on the above analysis, we propose a carefully designed SalientPatch which con-
centrates high kernel similarity and eye-catching areas within the input image to estimate
blur kernel, especially for large-size blurry images. Three correlative cues (objectness proba-
bility, structure richness and local contrast) are computed from the image layers created
by multi-level segmentation and capsulated in the interest map for further fusion to locate
the SalientPatch. Although these cues are proposed by different works before, it is inno-
vative to integrate them for locating patch beneficial to kernel estimation, since all these
cues are complementary rather than contradictory. Take Fig. 1 as example, we can automat-
ically locate the SalientPatch through interest map and apply the blind deblurring method
to restore the blurry input. The SalientPatch and corresponding restored image are shown in
Fig. 2. The main contribution is a novel SalientPatch-based kernel estimation method which
can be widely applied to different kinds of maximum a posteriori(MAP) [13, 14, 22] frame-
work. We also propose to constrain the range of estimation into the SalientPatch, making
the estimated kernel is highly similar to the ground truth kernel and related to interesting
areas of human vision. Experimental results validate that our proposed algorithm can sig-
nificantly speed up the kernel estimation and guarantee high-quality recovery, especially for
large-size blurry images.

2 Related works

Image deblurring recovers a sharp image from its corresponding degraded image, and can
be divided into non-blind deblurring problem and the blind deblurring problem. The former
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(a) Located SalientPatch (b) Restored Image

Fig. 2 SalientPatch locating result and corresponding restored image. Note that SalientPatch is consistent
with high kernel similarity region in Fig. 1

assumes the blur kernel is known and can be directly on the blurry image to generate the
corresponding sharp image, while the latter presumes the blur kernel is unknown and has to
estimate the blur kernel firstly, which is more practical for degraded or blurry images. Typi-
cal blind deblurring methods focus on exploiting natural image priors or additional image
observations for deblurring. For example, the algorithms [13, 14, 22] based on maximum
a posteriori (MAP) [6] share the common opinion that the natural images have Gaussian
characteristics and the blur process tends to deviate from the natural image characteristics.
Specifically, Kotera et al. [13] used a more heavy-tailed prior than Laplacian distribution to
constrain the sparsity of the latent image and then applied augmented Lagrangian method
to optimize the non-convex problem. Although this algorithm can outperform many state-
of-the-art methods, it is not robust enough for different types of images (e.g., human faces,
low-illumination and text images) except for natural scene images restoration. Krishnan et
al. [14] used a novel normalized sparsity prior to giving clear natural images lower energy
than blurred images and then utilized the Iterative Shrinkage-Threshold algorithm to update
the latent image. This algorithm is faster than previous MAP algorithms, but it cannot pro-
vide high accuracy deblurring due to its poor image brightness and gradient description. To
solve low accuracy problem, Pan et al. [22] proposed a novel L0-regularized dark channel
prior based optimization method to encourage sparseness of blurred images. This algo-
rithm can achieve high-quality recovery on different types of images, but the optimization
is time-consuming especially for large-size images as the L0 norm is highly non-convex.

Recently, more attention has been paid to the influence of image structure on estima-
ting blur kernels. To speed up the blind deblurring, kernel estimation is constrained by a
selected good region. Bae et al. [3] utilized mosaic image patches found in the original
blurry image to recover blur kernels. This algorithm significantly accelerates the operation
especially for large-size images, but it only simply considers the edge richness in region
selection and ignores other factors (e.g., Objectness Probability, Local Contrast), which
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will lead to inaccurate results in some images. Hu and Yang [29] proposed to study good
regions for deblurring within the conditional random field framework. However, the training
process inevitably increased the algorithm complexity, which is not suitable for practical
applications.

Saliency detection is already a mature field where numerous studies have been published,
which aims to find image regions mostly concerned by the human. Moreover, co-saliency
detection locates the same object foreground among a group of pictures sharing some charac-
teristic in common. For instance, [23, 26–28] utilized artificial neural network or low-rank
representation to detect object foreground and distinguish complex background at the same
time. Although these saliency detection works share some similar consideration with this
paper to some extent, the motivation is quite different. The detection clues they used are
directly designed for clear scene images without vague blur or camera shake, and no image
prior has been presented in consideration of blur kernel estimation in blind deblurring
among them. Besides, some of these methods using neural network may restrict the size of
the input image, meaning that image rescaling and cropping must be performed on those
images which cannot meet the size requirement. As a result, it does not cater for the blind
image deblurring task.

In summary, full-image based blur kernel estimation algorithms for deblurring large-size
images bring a huge amount of computation, while patch based algorithms reduce the image
recovery accuracy despite its relatively high speed. Few current blind deblurring algorithms
can achieve large-size images recovery by preserving both high accuracy and fast operation
speed. We provide a new patch based method for kernel estimation with an efficacious patch
location method, which can generate nearly the same estimation accuracy to the full-image
based blur kernel estimation and save the calculation time for large-size blurry images.

3 Proposed method

Given a large-size blurry image as the input, we first locate our SalientPatch, then use it to
estimate the blur kernel and deblur the image. The whole process is illustrated as in (Fig. 3).

3.1 SalientPatch definition and locating

SalientPatch is a local square image region that containing the most representative pixels or
a local part with abundant details in a blurred image. As discussed above, not all pixels in
the blurry image are beneficial to the blur kernel estimation, and only the region with useful
structural information tends to yield accurate estimation. Confining the range of estimation
into SalientPatch guarantees the accuracy and efficiency of blind deblurring algorithm. In
order to locate this region without user guidance, we analyze the image characteristic by
small sub-windows according to [29], as pixel-level algorithm will be exhausted for large-
size images (larger than 800 × 600 in our paper). We employ multi-level segmentation to
create image layers [25], and then analyze each layer to generate its corresponding layer
interest map. These layer interest maps will be fused linearly to obtain the refined interest
map, which in turn to be binarized for locating our SalientPatch quickly.

3.1.1 Multi-level segmentation

First, the blurred image is decomposed into compact superpixels by Sticky Edge Adhe-
sive Superpixels Detector [8, 9, 15]. This Sticky Edge Adhesive Superpixels Detector
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Fig. 3 The flowchart of our SalientPatch based deblurring process. The green dashed square region in
the thresholded binary map is the located SalientPatch, and the two orange dashed rectangles contain our
innovative work

has three advantages. Firstly, it takes advantage of the structure appeared in local image
patches to learn edge detection, which complements our patch selection method. Secondly,
it fully considers the structure information and makes sure all the superpixels clinging
to significant edges and preserves their structure property better than other popular over-
segmentation methods. Thirdly, it utilized random decision forests framework to learn local
edge masks for efficient computation. However, the generated superpixels are still too
many and small-scale for further interest map extraction, so the superpixels need to be
merged in multi-levels. The merging process progressively produces each level based on
Density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise (DBSCAN) clustering method,
and 3 levels can satisfy our needs. The superpixels whose feature distances are close in
CIELAB color space will be naturally clustered together, and small edges can be preserved
(See Layer1, Layer2, and Layer3 in Fig. 3). Note that different layers may have different
superpixels.

3.1.2 Interest map generation

Interest map is a gray image that capsules the feature values that computed from the image
with superpixels. In order to obtain the interest map for each layer, we need to use the
correlative cues of the superpixels in the layer. Current approaches generally compute the
contrast of image neighboring regions in terms of intensity or color to describe the interes-
ting objects, and all of them are for clear images. Due to the degradation of image quality in
the blurry image, these methods may not be suitable anymore, making the boundary of the
object is not obvious. Here we integrate three additional correlative cues (objectness proba-
bility, structure richness and local contrast) to generate the interest maps in a multi-levels
manner.

Objectness probability Alexe et al. [2] proposed to define the objectness probability to
measure the probability of each candidate box containing the target foreground. In their
analysis, an object usually has a complete boundary and is contrasted with the surrounding
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background. They utilized scores to determine the likelihood whether the candidate box
contains the target. Here we need to measure the probability that each superpixel belongs
to the part of the interesting target through the objectness probability calculation. We utilize
the method proposed in [28] to overlap all these randomly sampled boxes to obtain the
pixel-level objectness map OPp with the same size of the input image:

OPp (x) =
∑

b∈B(x)

P (b) (1)

Where P (b) denotes a box’s score of probability, and B (x) denotes the set of all boxes that
contain pixel x (the maximum number of boxes is set to 50 by considering the computing
speed). Next we compute the superpixel-level objectness probability OPs as follows:

OPs (x) = 1

numel (S)

∑

y∈S

Op (y) (2)

Where S is the superpixel containing x, and numel represents the number of pixels within it.

Structure richness Usually, there are rich structures inside and on the boundary of an
interesting region. In contrast, the background area is relatively smooth, or only has a few
fine-scale edges which will cause ringing artifacts in the latent image and decline the qual-
ity of kernel estimation [7]. Besides, the smooth area preserves the smoothness property
after blurring and is unfavorable for the kernel estimation, while interesting object contains
important structures that are critical for kernel estimation. Therefore, it is reasonable to
measure the amount of structures in each superpixel in the image layer.

We calculate the structure richness of each superpixel as follows: since the generated
superpixels stick to image edges, both inside and boundary pixels of a superpixel should be
counted in. We average the Euclidean norms for the gradient of main structure within each
superpixel as its structure richness:

SRs (x) = 1

numel (S)

∑

y∈S

‖∇Is (y)‖2 (3)

Where the main structure of image Is is detected from I very fast by a random forest
framework [8].

Local contrast The local contrast measures the color contrast between a superpixel and
its adjacent regions. The color of the superpixel is related to the histogram distance of its
surrounding superpixels, which means the rarer the color, the higher the degree of local
contrast is. As the interesting region usually stands out with high color contrast, we calculate
local contrast similar to Tong et al. [20] as:

LCs (ci) =
⎛

⎝
Ni∑

j=1

ωijh
(
d

(
ci, cj

))
⎞

⎠ × g (x, y) × q (u) (4)

Where ci is the current superpixel, Ni is the number of neighboring superpixels, ωij is the
ratio of the adjacent super-pixels cj to the total area of its neighborhood

{
cj

}
, and d

(
ci, cj

)

is the histogram distance using the Euclidean metric. The function h (ϕ) = − log (1 − ϕ)

ensures the output value positive, g (x, y) measures the normalized spatial distance from the
centroid of the superpixel ci to the image center (x0, y0), and q (u) computes the number of
pixels on the image boundary, where larger pixels number means less importance.
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Fig. 4 Comparison among different single cues and integrating three correlative cues. a The Objectness
Probability suppresses the background too much, b The Structure Richness cannot distinguish foreground
well from the image, c The Local Contrast may spread too much for the patch seletion, d The integration of
three cues achieves completeness and promotes the accuracy of the SalientPatch locating

Only a single cue is not enough to select fine regions for kernel estimation as shown in
Fig. 4. The background is more suppressed in the objectness cue, the foreground cannot be
distinguished well in the structure richness, and the local contrast cue may spread too much
for patch selection. Since all these three cues are complementary rather than contradictory
for SalientPatch detection, we integrate these cues by the following equation to obtain the
interest map: S = exp (SRs + LCs) × OPs where all the operations are superpixelwise,
and exp denotes the exponential function. Our SalientPatch strategy integrates all these
complementary cues and the obtained interest map is more complete and accurate for patch
locating.

Another deblurring result for a more blurred image shown in Fig. 5 indicates the advan-
tage of fusing these three features. Since the strong edges in the input image are essential
to the blur kernel estimation, we should select an image patch with more structure richness
to pursue high-quality restoration. However, for some extremely blurred images where the
feature of structure richness is not a clear guidance, the selection of SalientPatch for deblur-
ring algorithm is difficult. In this case, the other two features, local contrast and objectness
probability, can be complementary for locating the SalientPatch. On the other hand, these
two features tend to capture the eye-catching region in the blurry image, which leads the
deblurring algorithms to concentrate on the eye-catching region for the kernel estimation,
and generate a better restoration result. Above all, fusing three correlative cues to select the
patch is beneficial for deblurring (Fig. 6) .

(b) Our SalientPatch and deblurred result(a) Blurry input

Fig. 5 Another deblurring result for a more blurred image. The feature of the structure richness is no longer
feasible for SalientPatch selection in the input image shown in sub-figure (a), while the other two features,
the local contrast and objectness probability, can make the complementary for the selection. Sub-figure (b)
shows the estimated kernel and the restored image based on our selected SalientPatch
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Fig. 6 The comparison of the kernel similarity and the computing time. Three full-image based meth-
ods [13, 14, 22] and their corresponding SalientPatch based (PanDeblurring∗, KrishnanDebluring∗ and
KoteraDeblurring∗) are tested on our large-size blur image dataset consisting of four kernel categories

3.1.3 Locating the salientpatch

After obtaining all the interest maps of different levels, we will fuse them to locate the
SalientPatch. Interest maps indicate the fitness of image regions for kernel estimation in
different scales and can be quite different. The finest image layer may contain small-scale
structures, while the coarsest layer contains large-scale ones. Due to the diversity, none
of the single layer information is guaranteed to be perfect. As can be seen in Fig. 7, the
result of the coarsest layer is the worst since some large-scale structures just lie across
foreground and background. Results of other two layers with finer regions perform better
but contain various problems related to the scale partition. As a result, it is more appropriate
to average them with weight. However, multi-layer fusion by naively averaging all maps
seems unreasonable, because the background may be as complex as the foreground, and
a superpixel is guaranteed to be encompassed by the corresponding ones in upper levels
through our merging steps. Inspired by [25], the fusion process is ought to be a weighted
average to all single-layer interest maps, and the weight of the finest image layer is usually
larger, specifically.

In our experiments, we set the linear coefficients to be 0.4, 0.3 and 0.3, which can already
yield a satisfying performance. As interest score for each superpixel is obtained in the fused
interest map, we locate the SalientPatch by selecting the centroid of the maximum con-
nected area in the binarized refined interest map as the center and set the proper square size.
According to [29], the choice of sub-window size doesn’t significantly affect the algorithm
performance as long as the size is sufficiently large for blur kernel estimation. In our test,

Fig. 7 The comparison of the averaged layer and three single layers. None of three single layers from fine
to coarse (a)∼(c) satisfies, while the averaged layer (d) performs better for our need
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the size of blur kernel is empirically set as 35 × 35, and the size of the SalientPatch is fixed
as 400 × 400.

3.2 Blur kernel estimation and deblurring

Most blind deblurring methods can be accelerated by replacing the whole image with
our SalientPatch which are automatically selected. For example, the dark channel based
deblurring algorithm [22] can achieve high-quality estimation on a variety of images, but
its computation complexity is O (n) where n is the pixel number. When the input blurry
image is large-size, the blur kernel estimation step can even take more than an hour, which
is impractical and reduce the advantage of the algorithm. Besides our SalientPatch, the
algorithm can be accelerated in three key steps, i.e., the computation of dark channel
D (I) = MI , thresholding dark channels auxiliary variable u = thresholding(u) and the
reversing operation ũ = M�u, where D (I), M , I , u, M�, and ũ denote the dark channel
image, the dark channel linear operator, the clear latent image, the auxiliary variable of dark
channel image, reverse dark channel operator and refined latent image respectively. Both
the computing step and reversing step of the dark channel are based on sliding windows to
obtain the whole image, which obviously declines the computation efficiency during iter-
ations. Here we merge them into two steps: After determining the darkest pixel in each
sliding window in the first step, we directly thresholding its intensity and do the reverse
operation instead of waiting for generating a whole dark channel image. On the other hand,
we take the median filtered latent image I as the guide image to refine the dark channel
image, which conquers the salt and pepper noise image recovery problem that cannot be
effectively dealt with in [22].Our improved deblurring algorithm is more robust with sat-
isfied kernel estimation result for general noise images. Note that the motion blur can be
modeled as a uniform convolution operation, and all of our assumptions are based on this
model. As a result, our SalientPatch strategy only concentrates on uniform motion blur as
other methods such as [13, 14, 22].

4 Experimental results and evaluations

Dataset construction We test the proposed SalientPatch deblurring strategy over our
large-size image dataset, because current widely-used image datasets for the deblurring task
such as in [11, 16] generally fail to meet the requirement of large-size and SalientPatch’s
interest property, and some of images are even gray-scale. Based on our algorithm assump-
tion, we have to make our tests on our large-size image dataset, which is constructed by
convolution operation. Besides, since we need to compare our SalientPatch based method
with those full-image based methods in our experiment section and it will take about two
hours to deblurring each image for those full-image based methods, it is unrealistic to apply
big dataset with hundreds of test pictures. As a result, we choose our large-size image dataset
with 32 pictures. Our image dataset collects 32 blurry color images generated by using 8
large-size clear images ranged from 0.7 megapixel to 3.3 megapixels as the ground truth
and using 4 blur kernels in [11, 16] through convolution operation. As shown in Table 1 and
Fig. 6, 4 blur kernels represent 4 category, and each of them includes 8 blurry images. Our
dataset can be seen as the common motion blur, and can also be expanded based on Aug-
mentor [4]. All of our tests are implemented based on this dataset, using a PC with the 64-bit
Windows 10 operating system, an Intel i7 2.60GHz CPU, 16GB memory and an NVIDIA
Geforce GTX 1060 GPU.
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Table 1 Average evaluation results on large-size blurry image dataset consisting of four kernel categories

Delurring Pan Pan Krishnan Krishnan Kotera Kotera

Algorithm Deblurring∗ Deblurring [22] Deblurring∗ Deblurring [14] Deblurring∗ Deblurring [13]

Avg. Time 377.19 3515.97 47.28 173.29 143.99 225.72

Avg. Rank 1.125 2.375 4.25 4.625 4.00 4.625

ER 1.641 2.095 1.662 2.054 2.013 2.506

KS 1.081 1.043 1.052 1.024 1.015 1.006

Kernel 1 Time 364.944 3395.806 44.631 169.053 143.992 213.685

ER 1.291 1.392 5.216 2.874 1.993 3.245

KS 1.921 1.832 1.096 1.285 1.743 1.704

Kernel 2 Time 377.065 3445.946 48.201 147.233 145.882 209.674

ER 1.502 1.361 2.303 6.186 2.495 2.324

KS 1.221 1.132 1.003 0.976 0.985 1.013

Kernel 3 Time 379.625 3534.636 48.371 189.263 143.472 246.944

ER 1.181 1.302 2.315 1.873 2.024 7.096

KS 2.081 2.042 1.566 1.705 1.794 1.863

Kernel 4 Time 387.125 3687.536 47.921 187.623 142.632 232.584

Three measurements are considered: ER(error ratio), KS(kernel similarity) and Computing Time(in seconds).
The 6 columns from left to right are obtained from 6 algorithms: PanDeblurring∗, PanDeblurring
[22], KrishnanDeblurring∗, KrishnanDeblurring [14], KoteraDeblurring∗, and KoteraDeblurring [13].
Methods with ∗ are based on our SalientPatch and the other three are based on the full image. The little blue
numbers on lower right corner are the rank among 6 methods

Quantitative and quality test To validate the effectiveness of algorithm, we evaluate the
SalientPatch using three state-of-the-art blind deblurring algorithms (PanDeblurring [22],
KrishnanDebluring [14] and KoteraDeblurring [13]), and make a comparison in error ratio
(ER), kernel similarity (KS), and computing time (in seconds) by using full-image and our
SalientPatch as the inputs for blur kernel estimation respectively. The metric ER is firstly
introduced in [16] as

∥∥Ir − Ig

∥∥2
/
∥∥Ikg − Ig

∥∥2, where Ir is a recovered image, Ig is the
known ground-truth sharp image, and Ikg is the deblurred image with the ground truth ker-
nel kg . Generally, the less ER is, the better the restored image is. The metric KS introduced
in [29] directly measures how close the estimated kernel is to the ground truth kernel by
computing the maximum response of the normalized cross-correlation. A higher KS value
means a better quality of the kernel estimation. In brief, ER reflects the image reconstruction
error and KS measures the kernel estimation accuracy. For the fair comparison, we choose
the same non-blind deblurring algorithm [21] to restore the final image with four different
estimated kernels. The experiment results are shown in Table 1 and Fig. 6, which includes
6 methods: PanDeblurring∗, PanDeblurring [22], KrishnanDeblurring∗, KrishnanDe-
blurring [14], KoteraDeblurring∗, and KoteraDeblurring [13]. Methods with ∗ are based
on our SalientPatch and the other three are based on the full image for the kernel estimation.
It is obvious that our SalientPatch based methods can achieve the top rank in the estima-
tion accuracy among all the methods. Besides, our SalientPatch deblurring strategy reduces
the amount of input data, yielding up to 9 ∼ 10 times faster of the kernel estimation in the
deblurring algorithm shown in Table 1. Since the estimated blur kernel is set to the same
size, the computing time is irrelevant to the ground truth kernel size but directly proportional
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to the image size. The SalientPatch contains less harmful information and thus guarantee
higher precision. The quantitative comparisons in Tables 2, 3, and 4 shows the concrete data
of ER, KS, and computing time (in seconds) for each image in our large-size blurry image

Table 2 The evaluation result details on ER (error ratio) on large-size blurry image dataset

Pan Pan Krishnan Krishnan Kotera Kotera

Deblurring∗ Deblurring [22] Deblurring∗ Deblurring [14] Deblurring∗ Deblurring [13]

Average 1.40 1.54 2.87 3.24 2.13 3.79

riding+k13 1.15 1.18 1.27 1.60 2.02 1.35

riding+k17 1.40 1.36 7.35 4.89 2.42 1.91

riding+k23 1.40 1.14 3.24 1.53 3.56 4.02

riding+k25 1.12 1.12 2.89 2.58 3.53 2.74

coffee+k13 1.04 1.04 1.10 1.19 1.06 1.13

coffee+k17 1.04 1.10 1.81 1.70 1.22 1.76

coffee+k23 1.19 1.09 1.41 1.68 1.68 1.70

coffee+k25 1.01 1.01 1.26 1.16 1.25 1.04

sign+k13 1.43 1.51 1.10 1.42 1.72 1.95

sign+k17 1.19 1.24 4.11 2.12 1.52 1.33

sign+k23 1.21 1.26 1.33 1.49 1.46 1.50

sign+k25 1.04 1.18 1.86 2.11 1.22 2.06

beach+k13 2.53 1.68 2.17 1.45 2.21 1.93

beach+k17 1.71 1.70 9.75 3.33 1.91 2.73

beach+k23 1.21 1.23 3.39 1.67 3.55 2.35

beach+k25 1.49 1.41 2.64 1.28 2.23 1.57

bike+k13 1.10 5.80 2.42 5.63 2.54 7.25

bike+k17 1.25 1.68 6.81 3.62 2.82 12.38

bike+k23 1.76 1.60 1.56 35.90 2.67 2.44

bike+k25 1.21 1.78 2.21 2.61 1.88 44.45

story+k13 1.78 1.42 1.31 2.33 2.55 2.30

story+k17 1.10 1.32 4.17 2.80 2.10 1.84

story+k23 2.07 1.58 1.74 1.79 2.40 2.22

story+k25 1.13 1.27 3.57 1.84 2.64 1.60

table+k13 2.03 1.57 1.60 1.26 1.44 1.60

table+k17 1.30 1.35 2.39 1.71 1.83 2.33

table+k23 1.57 1.86 2.30 3.54 2.09 2.07

table+k25 1.22 1.37 1.34 1.54 1.62 1.76

wali+k13 2.05 2.50 2.27 1.52 2.54 2.47

wali+k17 1.34 1.41 5.33 2.81 2.11 1.63

wali+k23 1.55 1.13 3.43 1.87 2.55 2.25

wali+k25 1.20 1.30 2.74 1.86 1.76 1.48

The 6 columns from left to right are obtained from 6 algorithms: PanDeblurring∗, PanDeblurring
[22], KrishnanDeblurring∗, KrishnanDeblurring [14], KoteraDeblurring∗, and KoteraDeblurring [13].
Methods with ∗ are SalientPatch based and the other three are full image based. Each row denotes a blurry
image(clear image convolved with kernel) in our dataset. The average of each method’s results are shown in
second row and relatively better results are in bold
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Table 3 The evaluation result details on KS (kernel similarity) on large-size blurry image dataset

Pan Pan Krishnan Krishnan Kotera Kotera

Deblurring∗ Deblurring [22] Deblurring∗ Deblurring [14] Deblurring∗ Deblurring [13]

Average 1.57 1.51 1.18 1.24 1.38 1.39

riding+k13 1.11 1.13 1.08 1.04 0.95 1.08

riding+k17 1.93 1.89 1.00 0.97 1.78 1.77

riding+k23 1.93 1.18 0.93 1.06 0.89 0.96

riding+k25 2.10 2.06 1.37 1.49 1.30 1.35

coffee+k13 1.11 1.11 0.96 0.94 1.02 0.99

coffee+k17 1.97 1.90 1.07 1.14 1.54 1.59

coffee+k23 1.13 1.18 0.96 0.93 0.98 1.09

coffee+k25 2.23 2.23 1.42 1.81 1.53 2.08

sign+k13 1.10 1.02 1.12 1.06 0.99 0.94

sign+k17 2.01 1.77 1.04 1.12 1.75 1.64

sign+k23 1.18 1.12 1.01 1.00 1.04 0.95

sign+k25 2.18 1.98 1.66 1.45 2.11 1.79

beach+k13 1.03 1.09 0.97 1.10 1.00 1.01

beach+k17 1.93 2.01 1.00 1.55 1.89 1.84

beach+k23 1.21 1.18 0.94 1.09 0.97 1.06

beach+k25 2.09 2.11 1.55 2.11 1.72 2.11

bike+k13 1.14 0.95 1.08 1.01 1.05 0.96

bike+k17 1.99 2.00 1.10 1.56 1.86 1.61

bike+k23 1.09 1.08 1.10 0.76 0.86 0.93

bike+k25 2.11 2.26 1.89 1.90 2.06 1.70

story+k13 1.07 1.02 1.12 0.90 0.99 0.99

story+k17 2.06 1.62 1.16 1.20 1.84 1.76

story+k23 1.08 1.11 1.19 1.00 1.03 1.11

story+k25 2.07 1.79 1.34 1.45 1.69 2.00

table+k13 1.02 1.05 1.05 1.07 1.08 1.05

table+k17 1.72 1.72 1.35 1.42 1.71 1.67

table+k23 1.09 1.08 0.98 0.98 1.05 1.05

table+k25 1.93 1.96 1.84 1.71 2.01 1.95

wali+k13 1.02 0.99 1.00 1.04 0.96 0.98

wali+k17 1.71 1.75 1.03 1.32 1.57 1.70

wali+k23 1.09 1.16 0.92 0.97 1.05 0.91

wali+k25 1.92 1.94 1.44 1.68 1.87 1.88

The 6 columns from left to right are obtained from 6 algorithms: PanDeblurring∗, PanDeblurring
[22], KrishnanDeblurring∗, KrishnanDeblurring [14], KoteraDeblurring∗, and KoteraDeblurring [13].
Methods with ∗ are SalientPatch based and the other three are full image based. Each row denotes a blurry
image(clear image convolved with kernel) in our dataset. The average of each method’s results are shown in
second row and relatively better results are in bold

dataset. Besides, more visual results on our large-size blurry image dataset are shown in
Fig. 8. As can be seen, the SalientPatch concentrates on the eye-catching foreground and
the corresponding estimated kernel is much closer to ground truth kernel.
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Table 4 The evaluation result details on Computing Time (in seconds) on large-size blurry image dataset

Pan Pan Krishnan Krishnan Kotera Kotera

Deblurring∗ Deblurring [22] Deblurring∗ Deblurring [14] Deblurring∗ Deblurring [13]

Average 377.19 3515.97 47.28 173.29 143.99 225.72

riding+k13 358.56 1373.78 31.36 84.75 128.34 199.37

riding+k17 366.44 1475.33 32.30 84.09 127.76 191.01

riding+k23 366.73 1405.83 34.00 95.22 127.28 197.48

riding+k25 361.90 1471.47 33.08 92.58 127.59 203.17

coffee+k13 365.23 1567.52 21.46 131.87 136.72 175.61

coffee+k17 340.81 1564.90 38.30 92.19 133.54 187.22

coffee+k23 342.82 1577.00 38.61 115.17 133.57 197.83

coffee+k25 370.08 1576.07 38.10 109.71 135.97 204.48

sign+k13 217.21 1974.42 20.53 111.06 128.65 188.51

sign+k17 369.61 1713.14 33.95 112.47 132.94 180.61

sign+k23 362.91 1755.63 35.08 127.96 134.21 180.33

sign+k25 367.29 1700.47 33.23 120.26 129.72 216.30

beach+k13 384.38 4544.30 57.83 197.12 150.08 234.62

beach+k17 396.30 5075.61 57.51 158.47 155.40 220.41

beach+k23 405.83 5192.69 56.25 237.77 153.09 336.10

beach+k25 413.79 5030.81 56.47 233.95 155.61 229.54

bike+k13 383.93 3840.77 52.73 238.53 153.17 213.66

bike+k17 393.38 3885.77 52.21 166.26 154.56 205.93

bike+k23 390.27 5259.17 52.71 191.52 157.22 272.34

bike+k25 405.21 4746.08 53.44 220.58 147.07 235.77

story+k13 417.03 7163.07 75.08 301.83 166.06 216.86

story+k17 376.64 6642.36 74.93 272.85 166.18 221.31

story+k23 422.91 6557.46 72.33 366.89 155.91 238.90

story+k25 427.54 6642.36 73.66 349.74 161.71 248.29

table+k13 391.28 2527.07 42.24 112.66 140.28 254.97

table+k17 380.98 2583.65 42.74 118.07 148.10 242.59

table+k23 358.90 2462.12 42.71 153.27 137.68 317.09

table+k25 379.58 3150.77 41.15 136.47 136.92 276.20

wali+k13 401.93 4175.44 55.76 174.60 148.62 225.82

wali+k17 392.28 4626.75 53.70 173.40 148.58 228.30

wali+k23 386.62 4067.18 55.31 226.31 148.79 235.41

wali+k25 371.61 5182.19 54.21 237.67 146.42 246.87

The 6 columns from left to right are obtained from 6 algorithms: PanDeblurring∗, PanDeblurring
[22], KrishnanDeblurring∗, KrishnanDeblurring [14], KoteraDeblurring∗, and KoteraDeblurring [13].
Methods with ∗ are SalientPatch based and the other three are full image based. Each row denotes a blurry
image(clear image convolved with kernel) in our dataset. The average of each method’s results are shown in
second row and relatively better results are in bold

Comparison of deblurring effects We compare our method with other automatic region
selection methods for blind deblurring [10, 29]. Fergus et al. [10] searched the square region
with the highest variance and lowest saturation for kernel estimation, while [29] scored all
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 8 More visual results on our dataset show the effectiveness of SalientPatch to the blur kernel estima-
tion. The left pictures in (a)∼(d) are blurry images from the convolution of the same clear image with four
different blur kernel respectively, and the yellow rectangle in each picture denotes the location of our selected
SalientPatch. The right column shows corresponding restored images. Kernels on the upper-left corner in
the left and right pictures are the ground truth kernel and the estimated kernel based on our SalientPatch
respectively. The PSNR value of four restored image from top to down are 28.13, 27.87, 29.34, and 26.97
respectively
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(a) Blurry input and true kernel (b) Hu et al. (c) Fergus et al. (d) our SalientPatch

Fig. 9 The comparison of different patching methods. (b)∼(d) show the selected patch with the yellow
rectangle and the corresponding estimated kernel on the upper-left corner by [29] (available at https://
eng.ucmerced.edu/people/zhu/GoodRegion.html), Fergus et al. [10] (available at https://cs.nyu.edu/∼fergus/
research/deblur.html) and our SalientPatch respectively. Our SalientPatch method can obtain the most
accurate kernel compared to other methods

sliding windows in input blurry image using a pre-trained CRF model and choose the top-
ranked sub-window. Based on these patches, we employ the blind deblurring method in [14]
to estimate the blur kernel. Figure 9 shows the patches selected by three methods and kernels
estimated with the corresponding patch. Note that different sub-windows in the same blurry
image may lead to different results, even these windows are just a few pixels apart from

(c) (b)(a) 

Fig. 10 Comparison on different selected patches for deblurring algorithm using [22]. a Blurry input and
ground truth kernel. b Estimated kernel and restored image based on random selected patch. c Estimated
kernel and restored image based on our SalientPatch

https://eng.ucmerced.edu/people/zhu/GoodRegion.html
https://eng.ucmerced.edu/people/zhu/GoodRegion.html
https://cs.nyu.edu/~fergus/research/deblur.html
https://cs.nyu.edu/~fergus/research/deblur.html
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each other. The SalientPatch method outperforms other methods on the accuracy of patch
locating and kernel estimation, and here the window size settings in [29] is 240 ∗ 240 as
the same as the patch sizes in all other methods. Figure 10 shows another example that the
selected saliency region is better than other regions for the estimation of blur kernel, where
sub-figure (a) shows blurry inputs and ground truth kernels, (b) shows the restored images
and estimated kernels based on random selected patch, and (c) shows the deblurring effects
based on our SalientPatch.

Our SalientPatch strategy may restore the foreground object better than the full-image
input method as shown in Fig. 11. We compare the foreground objects detail recovered using
ground truth kernel, estimated blur kernel based on the patch, and estimated blur kernel

(c) Recovered with the bad patch

(e) Recovered with our SalientPatch (f) Recovered with the full image

(d) Recovered with the true kernel

(a) Blurry input and patches (b) Different blur kernels 

Fig. 11 The comparison of using the patches and the full image for deblurring. In a, a randomly selected bad
patch is marked as a red square, and our SalientPatch is marked as a green square. In b, different blur kernels
are shown in upper left, upper right, lower left and lower right, corresponding to the bad patch based kernel,
the true kernel, our SalientPatch based kernel and the full-image based kernel respectively. High-resolution
details for the region of the bird’s head are given in restoration results for better observation
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(a) Blurry input (b) Hradiš et al.

(c) Xu et al. (d) Our method

Fig. 12 The deblurring comparison of deep learning methods [12, 19] and our SalientPatch based method
on a blurry image with size 2226 ∗ 1474. The PSNR for (b), (c), and (d) are 21.3193, 19.7259, and 30.736
respectively

based on the full image respectively. The estimated kernels are obtained based on [22] and
then used for the restore process with the non-blind deblurring method [21]. In Fig. 11, the
bird’s feather detail in our SalientPatch based restoration (Fig. 11e) is more realistic and
closer to the detail restored by the ground truth kernel (Fig. 11d), meaning that the smooth
background area in the full image has adverse effect on the blur kernel estimation.

Recently, deep learning methods have been successfully applied to image deblurring
problems such as [5, 12, 19]. However, there are three main differences between deep learn-
ing methods and our SalientPatch based methods. First, all deep methods need to train deep
models on a large amount of training images pairs, and it is not convenient to obtain the
training dataset. On the contrary, our SalientPatch based framework only takes a single
image as the input and doesn’t require a large training dataset. Second, some of deep learn-
ing methods may have a constriction on the size of the input image, while our SalientPatch
method always takes any size of an image, no matter how large it is. Third, our Salient-
Patch method concerns which image regions are helpful for deblurring, and can be regarded
as a pre-process in the whole deblurring process, making it feasible to take SalientPatch to
feed the deep learning network. The training dataset and the deep learning network should
be chosen very carefully, or else the deblurring results of deep learning will be even worse
than our SalientPatch method. Figure 12 shows the deblurring results by [12, 19], and our
SalientPatch method based on [22] to restore image respectively. The input image size is
2226 ∗ 1474, which is too big for [5] to applicable. Figure 13 shows another deblurring
results by [5, 19], and our SalientPatch method based on [22] to restore a blurry image
with size 600 ∗ 600 respectively. In general, our algorithm can generate pretty good results
compared to those deep learning methods.
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(a) Blurry input (b) Chakrabarti

(c) Xu et al. (d) Our method

Fig. 13 The deblurring comparison of deep learning methods [5, 19] and our Salient-Patch based method
on a blurry image with size 600 ∗ 600. The yellow rectangle in d indicates the location of the SalientPatch

(c)(b)(a)

Fig. 14 Deblurring the complex scene images, where a are blurry input and ground truth kernel, b are interest
map and SalientPatch, and c are estimated kernel and restored image. Our proposed SalientPatch method still
works
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Limitation Undeniably, useful information for blur kernel estimation must be contained
in the whole image, but harmful areas such as complex background and smooth shades also
exist. Without eliminating the latter ones, the estimation process is sure to be harmed and
yield less precise results, and our carefully designed SalientPatch strategy just manages to
select the beneficial information in the blurred input. However, for those images with all
complex structures in them, our SalientPatch selection may be confused since every sub-
window leads to similar estimation result. Under this complex scene image situation, our
method will just choose a rough square area for the following steps, while our SalientPatch
strategy still works as the Fig. 14 shows anyway.

5 Conclusion

Since not all pixels or sub-windows of the input blurred image are informative for blur
kernel estimation, we present a novel concept ‘SalientPatch’ to detect fine square region
for kernel estimation in image deblurring. By multi-level segmentation, three correlative
cues (objectness probability, structure richness and local contrast) are calculated for interest
maps generation, and SalientPatch is located based on the refined interest map that fused
different levels of these interest maps. Experiments validate that our SalientPatch based
blind deblurring algorithm outperform three outstanding blind deblurring methods [13, 14, 22]
on different large-size images in both speed and accuracy.

In the future, different shapes of the SalientPatch for the kernel estimation and paral-
lel computing for the blind deblurring method will be considered. More prior information
should be incorporated into our SalientPatch for a better understanding of the image and
more applications on the image recognition and analysis field.
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